Verity Touch Writer

Ballot Marking Device

ballot marking for everyone

Designed for: Early Voting | Election Day | Vote Centers | Central Election Offices
Voters

**Simple**
Touchscreen interface with plain-language instructions inspired by EAC/AIGA Design for democracy standards make voting simple. No ballots to load, no waiting.

**Provides true equality of access**
Verity Touch Writer, paired with a Hart-integrated COTS printer, produces identical full-sized paper ballots for all voters – no segregated ballots. Includes adjustable audio and contrast settings and compatibility with “sip-and-puff” and other adaptive controls.

The voting booth offers easy wheelchair access, and the tethered controller can be placed wherever it is easiest for the voter to use.

**Easy second-chance voting**
Voters can review the ballot summary at any time, and it’s easy to change selections before printing the ballot.

Election Managers

**Adaptable**
Accommodates limitless ballot styles and is suitable for all voters in a variety of settings. Can print blank ballots as needed.

**Reduces training time**
User-friendly interface has the same look-and-feel as other Verity voting components, for shorter staff training time and lower training costs.

**Nearly maintenance free**
Verity Touch Writer is exceptionally simple to maintain; election staff easily completes most tasks independently.
Poll Workers

**Easy to transport, set up, and use**
Compact and lightweight, Verity Touch Writer is easy to transport in ordinary vehicles and easy to set up at the polling place.

**Easy to start up and shut down in minutes**

**Easy ballot activation**
Voters can activate their own correct ballot style using a simple access code – no pre-loading of ballots or proprietary cards required.

Warehouse Staff

**Saves on storage space**
Verity Touch Writer is compact and stackable, so you use less storage space.

**Easy delivery**
A small footprint means Verity Touch Writer requires minimal manpower and muscle to deliver.

Only Verity uses AIGA Design for Democracy templates; its plain language interface is the easiest to use.
Easy, accessible ballot marking
With its user-friendly interface and comprehensive accessibility features, Verity Touch Writer makes ballot marking easy for everyone.

Lower total cost of ownership
Compact size saves storage space and reduces transportation costs. Setup at the polling place is easy for anyone – reducing staffing costs. And Verity Touch Writer requires very little maintenance.

Versatile for long-term value
Accommodates almost limitless ballot styles, and is part of the holistic, scalable Verity Voting solution that can adapt as your needs change.

Lifecycle longevity
Verity Touch Writer promises many, many years of cost-effective service.

Hart InterCivic is a full service election solutions innovator, partnering with state and local governments to deliver the most secure, accurate and reliable elections.
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